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Summary y 

Inn this thesis the hadronic final state in deep-inelastic positron scattering experiments is stud-
iedd in order to increase our understanding of non-perturbative (or long-distance) aspects of 
thee theory of strong interactions, Quantum Chromo-Dynamics and hadron structure. More 
specifically,, the time evolution of hadron-formation processes, parton energy-loss mecha-
nismss and the structure of scalar mesons are investigated. 
Ass an experimental tool semi-inclusive deep-inelastic lepton scattering on nuclei is used. In 
suchh experiments the atomic nuclei act as a filter for the hadrons produced when a lepton 
scatterss off a quark in one of the nucleons. At the energy scale of the HERMES experi-
mentt the hadron-formation processes develop over length scales comparable to the size of 
thee atomic nucleus. Therefore, measurements of the hadron attenuation on various nuclear 
targetss are sensitive to the nature of these processes. 
Inn this thesis, data are presented for the attenuation (or multiplicity) ratios of charged pions, 
kaons,, protons and anti-protons on a krypton target in comparison to deuterium. Using sim-
plee phenomenological models it is possible, as it has been shown, to obtain values for the 
formationn times of these particle types. The results indicate that the formation of a proton 
requiress twice as much time as the formation of a pion or kaon. If confirmed with more 
statisticss this observation suggests different formation times for mesons and baryons. In this 
respectt it would be desirable to obtain data on other baryons, like the A-hyperon, as well. 
Suchh data will become available soon with the larger acceptance for slowly decaying parti-
cless provided by the newly installed Lambda Wheels silicon detector1. 
Thee dependence on z and v of the multiplicity ratios on krypton have the same behavior 
ass the already published multiplicity ratios on nitrogen. Fast forward (high z) hadrons are 
moree strongly attenuated than non-leading hadrons. Also hadrons produced in events with 
loww energy transfer (low v) are more strongly attenuated than hadrons produced at high v. 
Thesee data demonstrate that the attenuation effects are very prominent in the HERMES en-
ergyy range, which is differentt from available EMC data [23]. In thiss respect, it is interesting 
too note that data collected at HERMES with a beam energy of 12 GeV will extend the mea-

'Thee main purpose of the Lambda Wheels is in the field of spin physics, however. The study of A-hyperon 
productionn at XF < 0, for example, gives information on the relative orientation of s and u quarks, while A 
productionn on transversely polarized targets may give access to the only unmeasured leading-order structure 
function,i.e.. hi{x). 
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surementss presented in this work to a lower v region where nuclear attenuation effects are 
evenn stronger. A preliminary analysis of these data can be found in Ref. [123]. 
Essentiallyy two different types of model calculations are available to describe the attenuation 
off  hadron multiplicities: the ones in which the hadron-nucleon rescattering in the medium is 
thee dominant cause of hadron attenuation, and the one in which the entire effect of hadron 
attenuationn is attributed to parton-nucleon rescattering and gluon radiation in a QCD frame-
work.. These approaches are both able to describe the kinematic dependencies of the attenu-
ationn ratios for both 14N and Kr targets. In an effort to make a distinction between the two 
approachess the yl-dependence of the attenuation ratios has been studied more precisely. 
Thee new data on 84Kr and D presented in this thesis are combined with the published HER-
MESS data on 14N and D to determine the ^4-dependence of hadron attenuation in nuclei. The 
dataa favor (at the 3<r level) the A2/3 dependence characteristic of me gluon-quark interference 
termss (as determined in a QCD framework) over the Al/3 dependence predicted by nuclear 
absorptionn models. It is not excluded, however that, expecially at low v where the hadron is 
moree likely to be formed well inside the nucleus, a combination of the two effects is needed. 
Thiss would be reflected by the observation that the power a (in Aa) for data at lower v is 
closerr to the value 1/3. More data, in particular on other targets with different atomic num-
berss are needed to better constrain the observed yl-dependence. Data at lower energies will 
bee useful to search for possible ^-dependence of the power a. 
Inn order to obtain well normalized data on the hadron multiplicity ratios a thorough study 
off  the inclusive DIS cross section ratio on nuclei was required. The ratio CTKI/CTD has been 
extractedd from the present data after applying corrections for radiative processes and for a 
severee detector inefficiency which went previously unnoticed. In the course of these studies 
previouslyy published data on D, 3He and 14N had to be reanalyzed together with the present 
dataa on 84Kr and D. For all target gases the ratio CTA/OV is found to be in agreement with the 
existingg parameterization of inclusive cross section ratios mostly derived from the NMC ex-
periment.. From these inclusive analyses the value of the longitudinal to transverse cross 
sectionn ratio R as measured on heavier targets has been found to be in agreement with the 
valuee obtained on deuterium within 20% in the Q2 range between 0.5 and 10 GeV2. 
Apartt from the study of long lived particles such as pions, kaons and protons, also the study 
off  fast decaying particles can be used to access aspects of the QCD structure of hadrons. 
Inn fact, hadron spectroscopy also serves to better understand certain aspects of QCD in the 
non-perturbativee domain. Presently, one of the most important issues in hadron spectroscopy 
iss the search for resonances which are predicted theoretically but not yet observed experi-
mentally,, such as glueballs. To be able to identify the lowest mass glueball a very precise 
knowledgee of all the resonances in the mass range between 0.9 and 1.8 GeV is needed, and 
inn particular of the scalar mesons which have the same quantum numbers as the predicted 
glueball. . 
Inn this thesis the /o(980) scalar meson has been studied, which has been observed for the 
firstt time in the present electroproduction data with a significance of about 4a on various nu-
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clearr targets. The ^-dependence of the yield and the peak position of the /o(980) have been 
studied,, but no indication was found for an A-dependence of either of these two quantities. 
Hence,, a description of the structure of a /o(980) in terms of a /CK'-molecules, as suggested 
byy some model predictions, is less likely. 
Amongg the four gas targets investigated in this study the hydrogen target gives both a high 
significancee for the /b(980) signal (of about 4.1) and also offers the possibility to study the 
/2(1270)) tensor meson which has been observed with a significance of 3.5. The hydrogen 
dataa set has therefore been used to further study the properties of /o(980) electroproduction 
byy investigating various kinematic dependencies of the multiplicity distribution in compar-
isonn to those of the /2(1270) meson. The dependence on Q2, z, Pf and —t of the f0 and 
ff22 yields has been compared to a MC simulation, in which these mesons are assumed to 
bee produced as fragmentation products in deep-inelastic scattering. Within the constraints 
off  such a MC simulation the /0 and /2 yields are reproduced adequately, thus providing a 
modell  dependent acceptance correction which has been used to evaluate multiplicity distri-
butionss for both mesons. A factor ten difference is found when comparing the integrated 
multiplicityy of /0(980) measured in the present work to the NOMAD findings at a similar 
center-of-masss energy. From the observed kinematic dependencies of /o(980) electropro-
ductionn it is concluded that the HERMES data are in agreement with a description of this 
mesonn as a qq-object. Though, other models, like the qqqq-hybnd one, cannot be ruled out 
inn the absence of a MC simulation based on such an assumption to compare the data to. 
Sincee the treatment of the background is the largest cause of uncertainty in this analysis, it 
mightt be interesting for future studies to exploit the neutral pion decay channel of the ƒ o (980) 
meson,, in which the background of the p° peak is not present. 

Inn conclusion it has been shown that semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering on nuclei is 
aa useful tool for extracting new insights on non-perturbative QCD and hadron properties. In 
thee present work this tool has been used to obtain information on the hadron-formation and 
partonn energy-loss mechanisms. In addition it has been shown how DIS on nuclei offers a 
neww degree of freedom in the study of the structure of scalar mesons. In the near future the 
presentt work can be extended by exploiting new equipment, such as the Lambda Wheels 
describedd in chapter 4. Moreover, by collecting new data on other heavy nuclei it will be 
possiblee to investigate more precisely the ^-dependence of the hadron attenuation, and to 
putt the observation of a A2/3 dependence of the nuclear attenuation on a firmer basis. Future 
highh luminosity DIS experiment on nuclei would allow to map the z dependence of hadron 
attenuationn in various v intervals to identify a possible transition region between different 
energyy loss mechanisms. 




